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Abstract—Everyone having used Constraint Programming
(CP) to solve hard combinatorial optimization problems with
a standard exhaustive Branch & Bound Depth First Search
(B&B DFS) has probably experienced scalability issues. In
the 2011 Panel of the Future of CP, one of the identified
challenges was the need to handle large-scale problems. In
this paper, we address the scalability issues of CP when
minimizing a sum objective function. We suggest extending the
Large Neighborhood Search (LNS) framework enabling it with
the possibility of changing dynamically the objective function
along the restarts. The motivation for this extended framework
- called the Variable Objective Large Neighborhood Search
(VO-LNS) - is solving efficiently a real-life over-constrained
timetabling application. Our experiments show that this simple
approach has two main benefits on solving this problem: 1)
a better pruning, boosting the speed of LNS to reach high
quality solutions, 2) a better control to balance or weight the
terms composing the sum objective function, especially in overconstrained problems.
Keywords-constraint programming; large neighborhood
search; over-constrained problems; sum objective;

I. I NTRODUCTION AND M OTIVATION
One of the main weaknesses of CP is its inability to
deal efficiently with (weighted) sums often introduced by
the modeler as the objective function to minimize. As noted
in [20], a lot of optimization problems present this aspect
of minimizing (or maximizing) the (weighted) sum of some
sub-objective variables oi :
X
z=
oi
i

It is well known that sum constraints in CP generally present
a poor filtering in terms of lower bounds compared to
equivalent Integer Programming (IP) models. Most of the
CP solvers achieve bound-consistency on sum constraints
without any possible communication with other constraints
other than through the domain store (current domain for each
variable). It means that the lower bound of the objective
variable is computed from the sum constraint by considering
P
minimum values of the sub-objective variables: z = i oi .
It is often a frustration for people coming from the IP
community to discover the weakness of CP on this aspect
since they are used to model with sum objective function

without necessarily affecting the efficiency of their model.
The difference is that IP relies on a linear programming
(LP) relaxation solved by the simplex algorithm (see [30] for
introduction to IP). In the simplex all the linear constraints
and the linear objective are considered together providing a
generally tighter lower bound than the one offered by CP.
The next example illustrates the weak filtering of CP on sum
objective functions.
Example 1.1: (Inspired from [20]) z = o1 + o2 has to
be minimized while satisfying the constraints o1 = 3x +
2y and o2 = w − 2x − y with Dom(x) = Dom(y) =
[0, 5] and Dom(w) = [5, 10]. The CP filtering will lead to
sub-objective lower bounds o1 = 3 · x + 2 · y = 0 and
o2 = w − 2 · x − y = −10. The objective lower bound will
be z = o1 + o2 = −10. The purpose of this example is
to illustrate that the communication between the constraints
only happens through the domain store. On this example, an
LP solver using the simplex algorithm discovers the lower
bound 5 for z.
As mentioned by van Hoeve in his tutorial [26], many
(most) industrial problems are essentially over-constrained.
Solving efficiently a real over-constrained timetabling application introduced in Section III-B is the main motivation
for this work. It is common in those problems to minimize
a sum objective function of the violations.
Over-Constrained Problems: The meta-constraint
framework introduced in [16] associates a cost variable to
each soft constraint to represent its violation. Many soft
global constraints and their filtering algorithms have been
developed over the last decade: the soft all-different [17],
soft global cardinality [28] soft-cumulative [3], etc (see
[27] for more of them). van Hoeve draws this important
conclusion in his chapter dedicated to over-constrained
problems [27]:
Many research challenges remain in this area. Perhaps
the most important one is the issue of aggregating effectively
different soft global constraints. It is likely that a weighted
sum of the associated cost variables is not the most effective aggregation. Other approaches, such as minimizing
the maximum over all cost variables, or applying a (soft)
balancing constraint to the cost variables, appear to be more

promising. Although not the most effective one in terms of
filtering, minimizing the sum of violations is probably the
most intuitive one and is also the one proposed in [19] and
[11] to solve real over-constrained nurse rostering problems.
The consequence of a weak filtering on lower bounds with
the introduction of sum objective constraints is that a B&B
DFS exploration can quickly get stuck in a small region of
a huge search tree. The early decisions taken in the DFS
exploration have little chance to be reconsidered and only a
small portion of the search space can be explored to discover
good solutions. The answer of Shaw to this problem was
the introduction of the Large Neighborhood Search (LNS)
framework [24].
LNS: The idea of this incomplete method is to combine
the expressiveness of CP and the efficiency of Local Search
(LS): CP is used as the slave technique to explore a (large)
neighborhood around the current best solution in order
to improve it. The neighborhood exploration consists in
exploring a smaller very constrained problem keeping fixed
part of the structure from the current best solution. LNS
has been successfully used to solve large-scale complex
problems such as vehicle routing [1], [24], scheduling [15],
[7] and assignment/bin-packing problems [22], [10].
Contribution: Our contribution is to extend the LNS
framework to improve the filtering when the objective
function to optimize is a (weighted) sum, for instance
resulting from the aggregation of the violations of soft global
constraints. We propose to optimize a few terms of the sum
at a time; changing these terms dynamically along the LNS
restarts (standard LNS with a variable objective function).
We call this extended framework the Variable Objective LNS
(VO-LNS). The benefits of VO-LNS are
• a stronger pruning during the branch and bound;
• a full control on the prioritization among the different
sub-objectives.
This work does not attempt to improve the poor communication of sum constraints with other constraints in the
constraint store as was proposed in [20]. Instead it minimizes
the effect by reducing the number of free terms in the sum
during the branch and bound search.
Related Work: The idea of changing dynamically the
objective function along iterations is not new and has been
successfully applied in various contexts. In continuous optimization, the metric and the search direction is changed
dynamically in [2], [4]. The guided local search (GLS)
meta-heuristic [29] uses an objective function augmented by
penalties changing dynamically. The Variable Neighborhood
Search meta-heuristic (VNS) changes the neighborhood during search [12], [5]. The motivation of GLS (VNS) is the
recognition that a local optimum with respect to one objective function (neighborhood) may not be locally optimal
for another objective function (neighborhood). The Adaptive
Large Neighborhood Search (ALNS) heuristic proposed in
[21], [18] extends the LNS heuristic by allowing multiple

relaxation and repair methods to be used within the same
search using weights adjusted dynamically as the search
progresses. The common motivation of GLS, VNS and
ALNS meta-heuristics is to escape from local optima. As
for GLS, we believe that the VO-LNS can also help to
escape from local minima but the main goal of VO-LNS
is to improve the filtering in the context of sum objective
functions to discover better solutions in less time.
Outline: Section II formally recalls the classical LNS
in CP and its parameters. It then introduces the VO-LNS
framework. In Section III the VO-LNS framework is tested
on two different over-constrained problems illustrating the
effectiveness of VO-LNS in terms of time and solution
quality. The first problem is an artificial rostering problem
while the second one is a real-life timetabling problem
occurring in a hospitality school. Section IV discusses the
limitations of VO-LNS. Section V offers some perspectives
and future work we plan to explore with VO-LNS. We
conclude in Section VI.
II. VARIABLE O BJECTIVE LNS
We first recall what LNS is and its parameters. We then
introduce the extended VO-LNS framework.
The initial constrained optimization model has the following form minimizing a variable z resulting from a sum
constraint:
Minimize

z = o1 + o2 + . . . + on

Subject to

constraints

(1)

To turn the original CP model into a LNS, the user needs
to provide:
• A relaxation procedure. This procedure (also called
fragment selection) is responsible for defining the
neighborhood. It adds some constraints to the problem
coming from the structure of the current best solution1
while allowing some flexibility for re-optimization.
• A search limit. This limit although optional is responsible to trigger a new restart when it is reached to
avoid spending too much time in the neighborhood
exploration. It can for instance be a time limit, or a
limit on the number of backtracks.
In the extended VO-LNS framework one would state an
optimization model as follows:
Optimize

obj = (obj1 , obj2 , . . . , objm )

Subject to constraints

(2)

The only difference is that several objectives can be stated
rather than only one. Each sub-objective can either be a
minimization or maximization encapsulating one variable
and can be set independently into three different filtering
modes during the B&B search:
1 It is quite easy in any modern CP solver to record the current best
solution during the search, for instance through a call-back mechanism.

1) No-Filtering: it means that it is deactivated, having no
impact at all.
2) Weak-Filtering: when a solution is found during the
B&B DFS, the bound of the objective is updated such
that the next found solution is better or equal to the
bound with respect to this objective.
3) Strong-Filtering: when a solution is found during the
B&B DFS, the bound of the objective is updated such
that the next found solution is strictly improving the
bound of this objective.
Example 2.1: Let us consider two variables x1 , x2 ∈
[0..2] and the minimization of 2x1 + x2 . We assume the
B&B DFS first assigns variable x1 then x2 in decreasing
value order. Three minimization objectives are introduced
obj1 = 2x1 , obj2 = x2 and obj3 = 2x1 + x2 . We consider
three different configurations for the filtering mode of these
objectives. For each configuration, the solutions discovered
during the B&B DFS are reported in Table I from the first
to the last (optimal) solution. N, W, S denote respectively
No-Filtering, Weak-Filtering and Strong-Filtering modes. As
can be seen, some solutions are not considered when the
filtering mode is stronger. The setting W,W,S was able to
find the same optimal solution with respect to to obj3 as in
setting N,N,S. But the best solution obtained with setting
S,W,S is sub-optimal with respect to obj3 (2 instead of 0).
x1
2
2
2
1
1
0
0

x2
2
1
0
1
0
1
0

2
2
2
1
0

2
1
0
0
0

2
1
0

2
2
2

obj1
N
4
4
4
2
2
0
0
W
4
4
4
2
0
S
4
2
0

obj2
N
2
1
0
1
0
1
0
W
2
1
0
0
0
W
2
2
2

obj3
S
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
S
6
5
4
2
0
S
6
4
2

dynamically changing the filtering mode of sub-objectives
along the restarts. Our initial model (1) is expressed as
follows:
Optimize obj = (obj1 , obj2 , ..., objn , objn+1 )
(4)
Subject to constraints
with obji = minimize(oi ) for all i ∈ [1..n] and objn+1 =
minimize(z = o1 + . . . + on ). Note that we add the original
sum objective as one of the sub-objective. This sub-objective
objn+1 is set into the Strong-Filtering mode such that the
filtering of the B&B DFS is at least as strong as in the
original model.
The next example illustrates why having more than one
variable set into Strong/Weak Filtering mode can trigger
the filtering of the constraints earlier during the B&B DFS,
helping to reduce the search space.
Example 2.2: Assume the minimization of o1 + o2 with
variables o1 , o2 ∈ [0..2] involved in two optimization constraints2 C1 (vars 1 , o1 ), C2 (vars 2 , o2 ). Assume further that
C1 (C2 ) is only able to filter some values from vars 1 (vars 2 )
when the maximum value of the domain of o1 (o2 ) is 1.
Three objectives to minimize are introduced: obj1 = o1 ,
obj2 = o2 and obj3 = o1 + o2 , each objective maintains its
own upper bound. We consider two different configurations
for the filtering mode of these objectives. The first one
N, N, S is equivalent to standard minimization of o1 + o2
since the other objectives are deactivated. The second one
S, W, S is a possible setting in the VO-LNS framework. For
both configurations, we report on Table II the worst case
scenario with respect to the decreasing of the upper bounds
of the objectives along the B&B DFS (we assume 0 lower
bounds). For the first setting, some filtering is triggered only
when the upper bound on o1 + o2 reaches 1 since the sum
constraint can set neither the maximum of o1 nor o2 to 1
when the upper bound on o1 + o2 is greater than 1. In the
second setting, the filtering on C1 already happens after the
first solution has been discovered during the B&B DFS since
obj1 upper bound is immediately set to 1.
obj1
N
2
2
2
1
S
2
1

Table I: Impact of the filtering mode configurations on the
solutions discovered during the B&B DFS.
Note that model (2) is more expressive than model (1).
We can easily state the initial model (1) into an equivalent
VO-LNS formulation with just one sub-objective being the
minimization of the summation of the terms:
Optimize

obj = (obj1 )

Subject to constraints

(3)

with obj1 = minimize(z = o1 + . . . + on ) set into the
Strong-Filtering mode. In VO-LNS we are interested in

obj2
N
2
2
2
1
W
2
2

obj3
S
4
3
2
1
S
4
3

C1
C2
filtering?
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
filtering?
No
No
Yes
No

Table II: Impact of the filtering mode configurations on the
objective upper bounds update and the filtering during the
search.
With this set of sub-objectives in problem formulation
(4), the relaxation procedure of VO-LNS has one more
2 for

instance sof tgcc constraints [28], [23].

responsibility, which is changing dynamically the filtering
mode of the sub-objectives for the next restart. Here is for
instance one strategy we experimented and found successful
on over-constrained problems:
• Never change objn+1 i.e. keep it its Strong-Filtering
filtering mode.
• Select the worst objective objk ∈ {obj1 , . . . , objn }
in the current best solution (the one with maximum value in case of a minimization). Set objk into
Strong-Filtering mode. Set the other ones either into
Weak-Filtering or No-Filtering mode.
• Apply a relaxation procedure dependent from the selected objective objk to give it the largest chance of
success to improve during next restart.
Selecting preferably the worst objectives at each restart
guides the search toward balanced solutions with respect to
each of the terms, which is generally a desirable property
when solving over-constrained problems.

•

•

B: Select the column or row with the largest violation
in the current best solution and relax the variables of
this row or column. Also relax randomly 10% of the
variables as in A. The selected row or column becomes
tabu during 2 + k restarts where k is a random number
taken on [0..2] to ensure diversification. This tabu
procedure is used to avoid over-selecting the same row
or column along restarts. As in A, the only objective is
the minimization of the variable ztot set into the StrongFiltering mode.
C: The relaxation is the same as in B. All the minimization objectives are added to the model obj =
(obj1 , . . . , obj30 , objtot ) with obji = minimize(zi ) and
objtot = minimize(ztot ). Objective objtot is set into
the Strong-Filtering filtering mode and remains in that
mode. The objective corresponding to the relaxed row
or column is set into the Strong-Filtering mode while
others (except objtot ) are set into the Weak-Filtering
mode.

III. E XPERIMENTS
We propose to solve two over-constrained problems to
compare the performances of VO-LNS to classical LNS. The
first problem tested in Section III-A is an artificial rostering
problem that anyone interested can easily reproduce without
much implementation effort. The second problem experimented in Section III-B is a real timetabling application
that motivated the development of VO-LNS. All experiments
were conducted with the OscaR open-source solver [14].
A. Artificial Rostering Problem
This problem is an artificial over-constrained rostering
problem but presenting a similar structure to real ones.
A 15 × 15 matrix of variables is defined with vertical
and horizontal cardinality constraints. The domain of each
variable is a set of values obtained by sampling randomly 5
times numbers in [1..15]. One global cardinality constraint
is added on each line and each column requiring that every
value v ∈ [1..15] should appear exactly once. The way the
domains are generated do not guarantee that the cardinality
requirements are all feasible together. This problem might be
over-constrained. Each cardinality constraint is relaxed into
the soft equivalent [28] introducing 30 violation variables3 .
We denote zi (i ∈ [1..30])
P the violation variable of rows
and columns and ztot = i∈[1..30] zi , the total violation of
the problem. The objective is to minimize ztot and ideally
the violations zi ’s should be balanced as much as possible.
Three different settings (relaxation procedures and objective
configurations) are experimented.
• A: Randomly relax 10% of the variables. The only
objective is the minimization of the variable ztot set
into the Strong-Filtering filtering mode
3 We use the value based violation [28] and the filtering algorithm
introduced in [23]

Note that settings A and B are both classical LNS (only
the relaxation procedure differs) while setting C uses the
VO-LNS framework since the filtering mode of objectives
is changed dynamically during restarts.
Figure 1 depicts the evolution of ztot along 400 restarts
with a 50 backtrack limit using settings A, B and C.
Let us first compare A and B who only differ in the
relaxation procedure. The more sophisticated relaxation used
in B allows a faster decrease of the objective function during
the first 50 restarts. Then A is decreasing faster than B and
reaches a better objective value at the end of the 400 restarts.
C is using the same relaxation as B but differs in the
objective functions. We can see that C is the clear winner
over the two other methods decreasing much faster and
reaching the best objective function at the end. This is
because the filtering of the objectives is much stronger and
aggressive in C: at each restart two sub-objectives are set
into Strong-Filtering and the other ones are set into WeakFiltering mode.
Since we are also interested into the distribution of the
violations we propose to analyze the standard deviation of
the violations z1 , . . . , z30 . Ten instances were generated and
solved using settings A, B and C. The results are given on
Table III. Surprisingly the idea of using an LNS relaxation
focusing on a sub-objective (setting B) obtains worse results
than the random relaxation with standard LNS (setting
A). However, VO-LNS (setting C) strongly reinforces this
strategy by offering a more aggressive filtering of the subobjective functions. One can see that C is consistently the
best approach to minimize the total violation ztot . It also
seems to be the best approach to obtain balanced violations.
It fails to have the smallest standard deviation only in two
instances.
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Table IV: Table x of the decision variables of the hospitality
school timetabling problem.
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Figure 1: Evolution of the total violation along restarts
obtained on an artificial rostering instance with LNS settings
A, B and C
A
78
70
68
80
78
68
74
74
70
82

ztot
B
84
104
74
100
100
108
106
108
114
126

C
66
60
60
66
56
54
66
62
60
66

standard deviation
A
B
C
1,30
1,71
1,42
1,18
1,48
1,29
1,72
1,63
1,05
1,69
1,69
1,52
1,75
1,69
1,17
1,14
2,13
0,96
1,46
1,87
1,21
1,72
1,85
1,23
1,18
2,12
1,05
1,44
2,12
1,32

Table III: Total violation and standard deviation obtained on
10 artificial rostering instances with LNS settings A, B and
C

B. Real-life over-constrained timetabling problems
This timetabling problem comes from a hospitality school
planning the course activities for its students for the next
semester. Solving efficiently this over-constrained problem
was the original motivation for this work.
Students are divided into n groups. Each group must be
scheduled two activities every week (one morning and one
afternoon activity) during m weeks4 . There are thus n×m×2
decision variables that must be assigned an activity. There
are p + 1 different activities with activity p representing the
empty slot (in our instance n = 15, m = 20 and p = 16).
A table view of the decision variables x is given in Table
PM
IV. xAM
i,j ∈ [0..p] (xi,j ∈ [0..p]) is the morning (afternoon)
activity assigned to group i in week j.
Before describing the constraints, we introduce some
notations to extract slices and rows of variables out of table
x.
Notations: We represent by xAM
i,∗ the vector of AM
AM
AM
variables related to group i: (xAM
,
x
i,1
i,2 , . . . , xi,m ). Simi4 A group receives the same morning (afternoon) activity all the days of
the week.

M
larly xP
i,∗ is the vector of P M variables related to group
∗
i and xi,∗ the vector of AM and P M variables related to
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
group i: (xAM
i,1 , xi,1 , xi,2 , xi,2 , . . . , xi,m , xi,m ). We also
AM
define x∗,j the vector of AM variables related to week j:
AM
AM
PM
∗
(xAM
1,j , x2,j ,. . .,xn,j ). Vectors x∗,j and x∗,j are defined
similarly.
Constraints: The horizontal constraints (specific to a
group) are:
• Each activity can be scheduled a minimum and maximum number of times over the schedule of a group.
This constraint is modeled using one global cardinality
constraint (GCC) over each vector x∗i,∗ .
• Some activities if scheduled, must be scheduled both
in the morning and in the afternoon of the week. These
constraints are handled using table constraints.
• Some activities if scheduled must be scheduled in the
morning and in the afternoon during two consecutive
weeks. These constraints are also handled using table
constraints every two weeks.
• Some theoretical courses are pre-assigned.
The vertical constraints related to a week are:
• On a given week, each activity can appear a minimum
and maximum number of times over the morning slots
of the n groups. This constraint is modeled with one
GCC over each vector xAM
∗,j . We have the same kind
M
of constraint over the afternoon slots xP
∗,j . We denote
the constraint on column j AM (PM) slots by gccAM
j
M
(gccP
).
j
• Some activities must be scheduled every week in at
least one group. This constraint is handled with one
GCC on variables x∗∗,j every week j, with minimum
occurrences set to 1 on activities that must be scheduled
at least once. We denote the constraint on column j by
eek
gccW
.
j
The problem instance5 that needs to be solved appears
to be over-constrained. Every vertical cardinality constraint
M
, ∀j ∈ [1..m] is turned into a soft
gccAM
, gccP
, gccWeek
j
j
j
cardinality constraint and their respective violation variables
are zjAM , zjP M , zjWeek .
The VO-LNS setting is similar to setting C used on
the previous artificial rostering problem. One minimization
5 Available

upon request to the author.

objective in introduced for each violation variable objjAM ,
PM
obj
, objjWeek . One objective objtot = minimize(ztot =
P j AM
+ zjP M + zjWeek )) is also added. Objective objtot
j (zj
is set into the Strong-Filtering filtering mode and remains
in that mode. Others (except objtot ) are set initially in the
No-Filtering mode.
We designed a LNS relaxation procedure to favor the
chance of improvement along restarts on this problem. On
even restart numbers, two weeks are randomly relaxed.
On odd restart numbers two groups are randomly relaxed.
On every restart, the objective with the worst violation is
selected. The variables appearing in the week corresponding
to selected objective variable are also relaxed. The selected
objective is set tabu for a random number of iterations
between 3 and 5. We used 1000 LNS restarts in our
experiments; each with a limit of 100 backtracks.
Figure 2 depicts the evolution of the total violation ztot
with standard LNS and with VO-LNS also setting the
selected nontabu objective into Strong-Filtering mode while
others (except objtot ) are set into Weak-Filtering mode.
Table V reports the final violations obtained at the end of
the 1000 restarts and the time required to reach it.
As can be seen on Figure 2, the total violation decreases
much faster along the iterations with VO-LNS compared
to standard LNS. Also the final objective is better and
the different morning and afternoon violations are more
balanced. Interestingly the time required to achieve the 1000
restarts is much shorter for VO-LNS (44 vs. 155 seconds).
This is because most of the restarts with standard LNS were
caused by the limit of 100 backtracks while for VO-LNS, the
search tree exploration was exhausted in 894/1000 restarts.
This demonstrates the stronger filtering obtained with VOLNS over standard LNS. Based on these results, we believe
that VO-LNS can offer an improved any-time behavior over
classical LNS on this type of problems.

400
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Total Violation
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Figure 2: Evolution of the total violation along restarts
obtained on the real-life timetabling problem with LNS and
with VO-LNS.

LNS
VO-LNS

Tot
93
82

AM
53
40

PM
38
39

Week
2
3

N
18
894

time(s)
155
44

Table V: Some indicators comparing LNS and VO-LNS
on the real-life timetabling problem.
Columns represent
P
namely the final total violation j (zjAM + zjP M + zjWeek ),
P AM
total violation on AM columns
, total violation
j zj
P PM
P Week
on PM columns
z
,
total
week
violation
,
j j
j zj
the number of exhausted LNS restart and the total time in
seconds.

We have tested the approach on 5 more instances with a
timeout of 300 seconds6 for each run. Table VI gives the
minimum, average, and maximum violation over 10 runs
for each instance. As can be seen, only for one instance
(instance 4), it is not clear whether the VO-LNS allows to
improve the violation or not. For the other four instances,
VO-LNS outperforms clearly standard LNS.
min
99
122
116
136
82

VO-LNS
avg
99,5
127,6
116,7
144,7
85,6

max
100
132
119
159
94

min
103
121
156
140
94

LNS
avg
105
137,8
166,8
143,1
101,4

max
107
149
185
147
112

Table VI: Minimum, average, and maximum violation over
10 runs for each instance.

IV. L IMITATIONS OF VO-LNS
The VO-LNS approach is not suited for every problem.
In particular when the tension between the sub objectives is
too important, the VO-LNS may fail to help and even worse,
it could prevent the LNS to escape from local optima. One
such example is the large-scale power restoration problem
[25] combining routing and power outage objectives. On
this kind of problem with high tension between the sub
objectives, a multi-stage decomposition approach seems
more appropriate.
However, there are problems where the tension between
the sub-objectives is not that strong. On over-constrained
problems (such as the one treated in Section III-B), minimizing the violation of one constraint may only have limited,
local, impact. On this type of problems, the VO-LNS approach can be effective as demonstrated in the experimental
section.
The idea of focusing LNS relaxations to sub-objectives is
the key idea that actually underlies most LNS neighborhoods
6 This timeout was chosen such that the objective does not improve
anymore for both LNS and VO-LNS.

(such as the one used in the real-life over constrained problem of Section III-B). Our experiments have demonstrated
that the VO-LNS can reinforce this strategy by offering a
more aggressive filtering of the sub-objective functions. To
some extend, VO-LNS can be seen as part of the definition
of the neighborhood helping it to focus on different selected
sub-objectives at each restart.
V. F UTURE WORK AND PERSPECTIVES
Some perspectives and future work we plan to do to
extend the VO-LNS framework are given below.
Objective selection strategies: We have experimented a
tabu meta-heuristic on top of the VO-LNS for the objective
selection. Many more meta-heuristics could be developed
such as Machine Learning (ML) based approaches to discover combinations of objectives that should be set together
into Strong/Weak tightening mode. ML approaches on top
of LNS have already been used in [7], [8], [9]. We also plan
to study the impact of the order in which the sub-objectives
are considered. We would like to imagine general strategy
for VO-LNS.
Over-constrained optimization problems: We believe
that VO-LNS is particularly well suited for this kind of
problems. The VO-LNS could first focus on the feasibility
aspect of the problem by minimizing the violations before
focusing on the optimization without degrading the violations objectives.
Earliness, Tardiness problems: VO-LNS could be used
to minimize violations in just-in-time scheduling problems. Those problems are hard to solve with CP because
of the weak propagation when aggregating all the earliness/tardiness costs. Focusing at each restart on the objective
tardiness of a restricted number of activities may improve
the filtering. Combining it with better propagation as in [6]
and [13] may give interesting results.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This work introduced the VO-LNS framework allowing
the optimization of several objectives at once. At each
restart the filtering behavior of the different objectives can
be changed between { Weak,Strong,No }-Filtering. This
simple and pragmatic method seems particularly well suited
to optimize over-constrained problems where we generally
minimize the sum of the violations. Our experiments showed
that the filtering improvement of the objective introduced
with VO-LNS allowed to reach high quality solutions in a
much smaller number of restarts and less time than classical
LNS. VO-LNS also offers a better control to balance the
violation of the importance of the sub-objectives to optimize.
One of the main advantage of VO-LNS is that it doesn’t
require changing much the CP solvers already offering
standard LNS.
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